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ABSTRACT
We present the final results from our survey of luminous z ∼ 5.5 quasars. This is the first systematic quasar
survey focusing on quasars at z ∼ 5.5, during the post-reionization epoch. It has been challenging to select quasars
at 5.3 < z < 5.7 using conventional color selections, due to their similar optical colors to those of late-type stars,
especially M dwarfs. We developed a new selection technique for z ∼ 5.5 quasars based on optical, near-IR, and
mid-IR photometry, using data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), PanSTARR1 (PS1), the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Surveys – Large Area Survey, the UKIRT Hemisphere Survey, the VISTA Hemisphere Survey, and the Wide
Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE), covering ∼ 11000 deg2 of high galactic latitude sky. In this paper, we present
the discovery of 15 new quasars at z ∼ 5.5. Together with results from Yang et al. (2017), our survey provides a
complete, flux-limited sample of 31 quasars at 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7. We measure the quasar spatial density at z ∼ 5.5
and M1450 < −26.2. Our result is consistent with the rapid decline of quasar spatial density from z = 5 to 6, with
k = −0.66± 0.05 (ρ(z) ∝ 10kz). In addition, we present a new survey using optical colors only from the full PS1 area
for luminous quasars at z = 5.0− 5.5, beyond the SDSS footprint, and report the preliminary results from this survey,
including 51 new quasars discovered at 4.61 ≤ z ≤ 5.71.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At high redshift (z > 5), quasars, the most luminous
non-transient light sources, are important tracers for
the study of the early Universe. However, their dis-
coveries have been challenging, due to a combination
of low spatial density and high contaminants from cool
dwarfs when using color selection. More than 300,000
quasars have been discovered (e.g. Schneider et al. 2010;
Paˆris et al. 2014, 2016), while only ∼ 290 quasars are
known at z > 5 (e.g. Fan et al. 2001, 2006; Willott et
al. 2010b; Mortlock et al. 2011; Venemans et al. 2013,
2015; Kashikawa et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2015; Matsuoka
et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2016; Wang
et al. 2017; Mazzucchelli et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017;
Jeon et al. 2017; Ban˜ados et al. 2018; Matsuoka et al.
2018a,b). In particular, in the distribution of quasar
redshift, there is a striking gap at z ∼ 5.5 in the redshift
distribution of known quasars. This is caused by the
fact that quasars at z ∼ 5.5 have similar optical colors
to those of late-type stars (see the redshift distribution
in Section 4, and Figure 2) when using optical broad-
band colors alone (Yang et al. 2017, hereafter Paper I).
Until recently, only ∼ 30 known quasars have been dis-
covered in this redshift gap (5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7) (e.g. Stern et
al. 2000; Cool et al. 2006; Romani et al. 2004; Douglas
et al. 2007; Matute et al. 2013; Ban˜ados et al. 2016).
These quasars were selected from a number of different
methods and over a very wide magnitude range (17.5
< z < 26 mag) with complex selection effects, thus can
not be used as a complete sample for statistical studies.
This has been a main limitation in understanding the
evolution of quasar population and the properties of the
intergalactic medium (IGM) at 5 < z < 6.
Using absorption spectra of high redshift quasars, ob-
servations of the Gunn-Peterson effect have suggested
that reionization is largely completed by z ∼ 6, possi-
bly with a tail to z ∼ 5.5 (Becker et al. 2015; Fan et
al. 2006; McGreer et al. 2015). The physical conditions
of the post-reionization IGM at z = 5 − 6 provide the
basic boundary conditions of reionization models, such
as the IGM temperature, photon mean free path, metal-
licity and the impact of helium reionization (e.g. Bolton
et al. 2012). They place strong constraints on the reion-
ization topology as well as on the chemical feedback by
early galaxies and the sources of reionization.
This redshift range is also a key epoch to the study of
evolution of quasar spatial density and black hole (BH)
growth. The quasar spatial density or quasar luminos-
ity function (QLF) and BH mass have been measured
at z ∼ 5 and 6 (McGreer et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2008;
Willott et al. 2010a,b; Kashikawa et al. 2015; Yang et
al. 2016). McGreer et al. (2013) measured the quasar
spatial density at z ∼ 4, 4.9 and 6, and found that lumi-
nous quasars decline more rapidly, roughly at twice the
rate, at z ∼ 5 to 6 than the decline from z ∼ 4 to 5 (see
also Jiang et al. (2016)). However, the exact evolution
of quasar spatial density from z = 5 to 6 has not been
confirmed because of the small size and high incomplete-
ness of the existing quasars between those two redshift
bins at which well-established studies exist. In addi-
tion, Willott et al. (2010a) suggested a rapid BH mass
growth phase after z ∼ 6. Trakhtenbrot et al. (2011)
studied the BH growth at z ∼ 4.8 and suggest the no-
tion of fast SMBH growth at z ∼ 4.8, corresponding to
probably the first such phase for most SMBHs. There-
fore, a SMBH sample at z ∼ 5.5 will play a significant
role in understanding early SMBH growth.
To answer the questions posted above, a large, uni-
formly selected quasar sample at z ∼ 5.5 is required.
This has proven to be challenging. Typical z & 5 quasar
selection method is based on the broad optical bands,
such as r, i, z bands. This method is not effective for
quasars at z & 5.3, when the quasar color track starts to
enter the M dwarf locus in the riz color space. As shown
in Section 2, z ∼ 5.5 quasars and much more numer-
ous M dwarfs have almost identical broad-band colors,
if only small number of passbands are used. Therefore,
to avoid the lager number of M dwarf contaminations,
previous quasar surveys always used selection criteria
that excluded the M dwarf locus in the riz color-color
diagram. As a result, z ∼ 5.5 quasars were rejected
at the same time. Known quasar population is highly
incomplete at this redshift.
In Paper I, we presented a new method by combin-
ing optical r − i/i − z color-color selection with near-
infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) colors to select
quasars at z ∼ 5.5. We carried out a systematic z ∼ 5.5
quasar survey in a ∼ 4500 deg2 area, using photometry
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), the UKIRT
Infrared Deep Sky Surveys–Large Area Survey (ULAS
Lawrence et al. 2007), the VITSA Hemisphere Survey
(VHS McMahon et al. 2013) and the Wide Field In-
frared Survey Explorer (WISE, Wright et al. 2010). Pa-
per I presented the discovery of 17 new z ∼ 5.5 quasars
from this survey. One quasar that was selected using
the UKIDSS Hemisphere Survey (UHS, Dye et al. 2018)
instead of ULAS was also reported in Paper I as a test
of UHS selection, which suggested the feasibility of ex-
panding the survey area out of ULAS.
We have now expanded the survey to a larger area
covered by UHS, and completed quasar identification
of the SDSS–ULAS/UHS/VHS–WISE selection over a
total of ∼ 11000 deg2. In this paper, we present the
discoveries of 13 new quasars at z ∼ 5.5 in this new
Complete Survey of z ∼ 5.5 Quasars. 3
Table 1. Photometric data used in our z ∼ 5.5 quasar
survey.
Survey Area (deg2) Data used Depth (5σ)
SDSS 14000 u, g, r, i, z 22.3, 23.3, 23.2, 22.3, 20.8
PS1 31012 z, y 22.3, 21.4
ULAS 3700 J, H, K 19.6, 18.8, 18.2 (Vega)
UHS 12700 J 19.6 (Vega)
VHS 20000 J, H, Ks 20.2, 19.2, 18.2 (Vega)
WISE all-aky W1, W2 17.1, 15.7 (Vega)
area. These quasars, combined with objects presented
in Paper I, form a complete sample of luminous quasars
at 5.3 < z < 5.7, including 31 objects. Furthermore,
we extended the selection to areas outside the SDSS
footprint by using the Pan-STARRS1 (PS1; Chambers
et al. 2016) dataset, which, at the same time, reaches
fainter flux level compared to the sample using SDSS
data. The selection method and candidate sample are
described in Section 2. The observations and result of
the survey are presented in Section 3. Using our sample,
we calculate the number density of luminous z ∼ 5.5
quasars in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce the
new survey of z ∼ 5 and 5.5 quasar using PS1–J–WISE
color selection. A summary of our quasar surveys is
given in Section 6. In this paper, we adopt a ΛCDM
cosmology with parameters ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, , and
H0 = 70 kms
−1Mpc−1. Photometric data from SDSS
are reported in the SDSS photometric system (Lupton et
al. 1999), which is almost identical to the AB system at
bright magnitudes; photometric data from PS1 survey
are in AB system; photometric data from IR surveys are
in the Vega system. All photometric data shown in this
paper are corrected for Galactic extinction (Schlegel et
al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
2. SELECTION METHOD AND PHOTOMETRIC
DATASET
In this section, we introduce the selection method and
photometric data used for our quasar survey. We first
briefly review the color selection used in the SDSS–
ULAS/VHS–WISE area, the main sample in Paper I
(Section 2.1), then discuss the selection extended to the
UHS area (Section 2.2). The PS1 z and y data are added
into the SDSS–ULAS/UHS/VHS–WISE color selection
for further improvement of efficiency, which is described
in Section 2.3. After applying all selection criteria, the
final quasar candidate sample is presented in Section
2.5. All photometric data used in our survey is listed in
Table 1.
2.1. Selection Method and Quasar Survey in Yang et
al. (2017)
The r−i/i−z color - color diagram is a widely adopted
selection method previously used for z ∼ 5 quasar sur-
veys (Fan et al. 1999; Richards et al. 2002; McGreer et
al. 2013), as at z ∼ 5 the Lyα emission line moves into
the i−band and Lyman series absorption systems be-
gin to dominate the r−band. Towards higher redshift
(z > 5.1), the i− z color becomes redder and enters the
M dwarf locus in the r− i/i−z color-color diagram (e.g.
Figure 1 in Paper I, also see Figure 2). The continua of
M dwarfs later than M4 type have their SED peak at
∼ 8000 – 12000 A˚ (Kirkpatrick et al. 1993; McLean et
al. 2003, also Paper I), seriously contaminating quasar
colors in broad band photometry. The locus of M4 –
M8 type dwarfs almost overlaps with the whole region
of quasars at 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 in optical color space. There-
fore, it is challenging to select quasars at z & 5.2 using
only optical colors, until at z & 5.7, at which the quasar
color track moves out of the M dwarf locus. This re-
sults in an obvious gap 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 in the redshift
distribution of know quasars (see Figure 4).
To search for quasars in this redshift distribution
gap, we developed a new method by adding NIR and
MIR colors (Paper I). We started with the r − i/i − z
method to restrict quasar redshift within the range of
5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 and then applied the J− W1/ W1 - W2
and H − K/K−W2 color-color cuts, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Based on these colors, we carried out the first
systematic z ∼ 5.5 quasar survey in the ∼ 4500 deg2
of SDSS–ULAS/VHS–WISE area, using SDSS DR10,
ULAS DR10, VHS DR3 and ALLWISE data1. We se-
lected only SDSS point sources (type = 6). We limited
our survey area to Galactic latitude |b| > 20◦. A J −K
color cut was added for further rejection of stars. All se-
lection criteria used for this survey are listed as follows.
More details can be found in Paper I.
u > 22.3, g > 23.3, z < 20.5 (1)
S/N(i) > 3, S/N(z) > 3 (2)
g > 24.0 or g − r > 1.8 (3)
r − i > 1.3 (4)
0.5 < i− z < 2.2 (5)
S/N(W1) ≥ 5, S/N(W2) ≥ 3 (6)
J −W1 > 1.5 (7)
1 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allwise/
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Figure 1. Our color-color selection for 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 quasars based on the photometric data in r, i, z,J,H,K W1 and W2 bands
from SDSS, ULAS and ALLWISE, as described in Paper I. Blue dots denote simulated quasars at 5.3 ≤ z ≤5.7 with SDSS z
band brighter than 20.8, which is the 5σ magnitude limit of SDSS z band. The simulated quasar sample used here is the same
sample described in Section 4.2. Grey dots show the locus of SDSS DR10 spectroscopically identified M dwarfs. The purple
dashed lines represent our selection criteria, compared with previous r − i/i − z selection criteria for z ∼ 5 quasar (Fan et al.
1999; Richards et al. 2002; McGreer et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2016, in brown, orange, cyan and black dashed line, respectively).
Our method modifies the traditional r − i/i − z color cuts for quasars at z ∼ 5 to cover quasars at z ∼ 5.5 (selection a) and
adds the J−W1/W1−W2 (selection b), H −K/K−W2 (selection c) color-color criteria. All new quasars from our survey, in
both Paper I and this paper, are represented as red (z ∼ 5.5 quasars) and pink (quasars at lower/higher redshift, but in the
range of 4.5 < z < 5.8) filled circles. The survey in the UHS area used only selections a and b, as there is no H and K bands
data in UHS.
W1−W2 > 0.5 (8)
W1−W2 > −0.5× (J −W1) + 1.4 (9)
J −K > 0.8 (10)
H −K > 0.35 and K −W2 > 1.3 (11)
After applying these selection criteria, we selected
1339 unique objects, including 1088 objects from ULAS
and 284 from VHS (33 overlaps). Among this candi-
date sample, there are three known SDSS quasars at
1.96 < z < 5.16, three known stars and one known faint
galaxy. In Paper I, we reported our observations of 93
candidates. Among them, 24 new quasars have been
discovered, including 17 quasars at 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7.
2.2. Survey in UHS area
The SDSS–ULAS/VHS–WISE area is only ∼ 4500
deg2. To expand our quasar sample, we need larger area
optical/NIR photometric data. The UHS survey maps
∼ 12,700 deg2 new area in the Northern sky at 0◦ ≤ decl.
≤ 60◦ beyond ULAS. The UHS survey has a 5σ depth of
J = 19.6 mag in Vega. The UHS DR1 data has become
public in August 2018. We used the preliminary version
of UHS data for our candidate selection in September
2016. The SDSS-UHS photometric dataset provided ∼
7000 deg2 additional area to our quasar survey.
For the UHS area survey, we also started with our op-
tically selected candidate sample. We cross-match (2”)
this candidate sample with UHS and ALLWISE cata-
logs. Since there is only J band data in UHS, we re-
moved the selection criteria that involveH andK bands,
which are equ. (10) & (11) (i.e. selection c in Figure 1).
Here we limit candidates to z < 20 mag in order to ob-
tain a relative small candidate sample, which resulted in
a sample of 1910 objects that met all selection criteria.
Among them, there are eight previously known quasars
at 5.07 < z < 5.81 and one new quasar overlapped with
ULAS/VHS sample. As pilot observation of the UHS
selection, in Paper I, we observed a few candidates and
discovered one new quasar J1016+2541 at z = 5.64.
2.3. Adding Pan-STARR1 z and y Data
Both the ULAS/VHS and UHS candidate samples
contain more than 1000 candidates, which are still too
many to be spectroscopically identified. We need further
selection to reduce the size of the candidate sample. PS1
maps the entire sky at decl. > −30◦ in g, r, i, z and y
bands (Chambers et al. 2016). It has a depth (5 σ) of
23.2, 23.2, 23.1, 22.3 and 21.2 mag in g, r, i, z and y re-
spectively. The sky coverage and depth make PS1 data
an excellent choice for high redshift quasar selection. In
this section, we only use the z and y band colors to fur-
ther reject M dwarfs from our SDSS–ULAS/VHS/UHS–
WISE candidate samples. In principle, the PS1 dataset
can also be used for the riz cuts independently. In Sec-
tion 5, we will introduce the new survey using optical
data from PS1 only instead of SDSS.
Complete Survey of z ∼ 5.5 Quasars. 5
The narrower PS1 z and y bands centered at 8679 A˚
and 9633 A˚ are more sensitive to the difference between
spectra of z ∼ 5.5 quasars and M4 – M8 dwarfs than
when only using SDSS i and z band. As shown in Figure
2, the z − y/y − J color – color diagram is effective to
reject M dwarfs. The M1 – M3 dwarfs can be rejected
by the SDSS r − i/i − z cut already, and the M4 – M8
dwarfs, which fully overlap with the quasar color track
in the r− i/i− z color space, are mostly separated from
quasars in the z − y/y − J color space. We built the
selection criteria based on simulated z ∼ 5.5 quasars,
SDSS DR10 M dwarf sample, the new z ∼ 5.5 quasar
sample and the new M dwarfs from our observations in
Paper I. 17 of 18 (94%) our new z ∼ 5.5 quasars can be
selected by z − y/y − J selection 2, while only 6 of 71
(8%) M dwarfs from Paper I are included. A detailed
estimate of the success rate and the completeness are
presented in Section 3 and Section 4.2. The selection
criteria are listed as following. PS1 z and y magnitudes
are Galactic extinction corrected (Schlafly & Finkbeiner
2011).
S/N(PS1z) > 3, S/N(PS1y) > 3, S/N(J) > 3 (12)
PS1y − J < 0.8
or
PS1y − J < −1.5× (PS1z − PS1y) + 1.4
(13)
2.4. Candidate Sample
We matched (2”) our candidate sample from SDSS–
ULAS/VHS/UHS–WISE selection with PS1 DR1 pho-
tometric data and used the photometric data from pri-
mary detection (primarydetection = 1). After applying
the z − y/y − J cuts, we obtained a sample of 208 can-
didates from ULAS/VHS based and UHS based sample.
We visually checked optical images and removed tar-
gets with suspicious detections, such as multiple peaked
objects or being affected by nearby bright stars. The
final candidate sample included 54 candidates from the
ULAS selection, 10 from the VHS selection and 105 from
the UHS selection. There is one overlap between ULAS
and VHS selections, confirmed to be a M dwarf. There
is one overlap between ULAS and UHS samples, which
is quasar J1133+1603 (z = 5.61) published in Paper I.
Therefore, we finally obtained 167 unique candidates.
Among them, there are seven previously known quasars
(only one at z ∼ 5.5), one known galaxy and 28 objects
observed in Paper I (22 new quasars and 6 stars).
2 Quasar J1006-0310 from Paper I at z = 5.5 is not included
Figure 2. The r− i/i− z (SDSS) color-color diagram (Top)
and PS1z − PS1y/PS1y − J color-color diagram (Bottom).
The red solid line with red dots are color tracks generated
by calculating mean colors of simulated quasars from z = 5
to z = 6. Lightblue dots are simulated quasars at 5.3 ≤
z ≤ 5.7. Green, orange and purple contours show the loci
of M1–M3, M4–M6 and M7–M9 type M dwarfs. The blue
dashed lines represent our selection criteria. In the r−i/i−z
diagram, the color track has a step of ∆z = 0.1. Our riz
selection restricts quasars to be at z ∼ 5.5 but also include
lots of M dwarfs (mainly M4 and later type) at the same
time. On the other hand, the riz cut is useful to exclude
early type dwarfs. In the PS1z − PS1y/PS1y − J diagram,
the red points represent quasars at z = 5.0, 5.3, 5.5, 5.7
and 6. Contours in this diagram are M dwarfs that satisfy
the riz color-color cut. Blue stars and black filled circles are
z ∼ 5.5 quasars and M dwarfs from Paper I. Most riz selected
M dwarfs are rejected by the zyJ selection. Two dash-dot
lines divide our candidate sample into three subsamples with
different priority for spectroscopic observations (see details
in Section 3).
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3. OBSERVATIONS AND SURVEY RESULTS
3.1. Spectroscopic Identifications
For spectroscopic identifications, we set three priority
ranks of our candidate sample. The region that is closer
to the color-color cut line has lower priority, considering
the facts that there are more candidates in the region
closer to star locus and a candidate located closer to
star locus has higher probability to be a M dwarf. As
shown in Figure 2, there are three subsamples, P1, P2
and P3, with priority from high to low. P1 includes 40
objects, P2 has 47 objects, and P3 has 80 objects. Ex-
cept for 8 previously known objects, there are 36, 44,
and 79 candidates in P1, P2, and P3 respectively. We
carried out the optical spectroscopic identifications us-
ing the Palomar Hale 5.1m telescope (P200) and the
MMT 6.5m telescope in September 2016, and in March,
April, October and November 2017. We observed 102
candidates, 80 with P200/DBSP and 22 with MMT/Red
Channel, and discovered 15 new quasars including 13
z ∼ 5.5 (5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7) quasars. All information re-
garding photometry and spectroscopic identification for
these 15 new quasars is listed in Table 2.
With P200/DBSP, we used the grating G316 (R ∼
960 at 7500A˚) and 1.′′5 slit. The DBSP RED side covers
wavelength range from 6050A˚ to 10000A˚ . When we
were using MMT/Red Channel spectrograph (Schmidt
et al. 1989), we chose the 270 lmm−1 grating with a
central wavelength at 7900 A˚ (8500 A˚), which provided
spectral coverage from ∼ 6100 to 9700 A˚ (∼ 6700 to
10300 A˚). Based on the seeing conditions, we used the
1.′′0 or 1.′′5 slit, providing resolutions of R ∼ 640 and
R ∼ 430, respectively. All P200 and MMT spectra were
reduced using standard IRAF routines. Spectra of 15
new quasars are presented in Figure 3.
We measure the quasar redshifts by visually match-
ing the observed spectrum to a quasar template using
an eye-recognition assistant for quasar spectra software
(ASERA; Yuan et al. 2013). The matching is based on
a series of emission line, Lyβ, Lyα, Nv, O i/Si ii, and
Si iv. The typical uncertainty of the redshift measure-
ment is around 0.03. We do not include the system-
atic offset of Lyα emission line (e.g., Shen et al. 2007),
which is typical ∼ 500 km/s and much smaller than the
uncertainty of matching. We fit a power-law contin-
uum for each observed spectrum to calculate M1450, the
absolute magnitude at rest-frame 1450A˚. We normalize
the power-law continuum to match the visually iden-
tified continuum windows which contain minimal con-
tribution from quasar emission lines and sky OH lines.
All quasar spectra used are scaled by their SDSS i-band
magnitude as our spectra do not fully cover SDSS z-
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Figure 3. The spectra of 15 newly discovered quasars. The blue vertical lines denote the Lyβ, Lyα and Si iv emission lines.
All spectra are smoothed with a 3 pixel boxcar. All spectra are corrected for Galactic extinction using the Cardelli et al. (1989)
Milky Way reddening law and E(B − V) derived from the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust map.
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band. The uncertainties of power-law continuum fitting
are much smaller than the photometric errors, therefore
the uncertainties of M1450 are comparable to SDSS i-
band photometric errors. The redshifts and M1450 of
these 15 new quasars are also listed in Table 2.
3.2. Combined Result of z ∼ 5.5 Quasar Survey
The observations presented here in combination
with the results in Paper I complete our SDSS–
ULAS/VHS/UHS–WISE based z ∼ 5.5 quasar survey.
In total we observed 130 candidates out of the 167
candidates in the final candidate sample. There are 7
known quasars and one galaxy from other works, and 29
objects without spectroscopic observation. Thirty two
P1, forty two P2 and fifty six P3 candidates were ob-
served, among which 37 new quasars at 4.5 ≤ z ≤ 5.78
have been discovered. The quasar fraction and spec-
troscopic completeness in P1, P2 and P3 ranks will be
discussed in Section 4.2. In our survey, we identified 31
new z ∼ 5.5 quasars (5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7) in total, and 30
quasars are in the final sample3. Our z ∼ 5.5 quasar
selection method yields a total success rate of 23.1% (30
of 130): it is 28.6% in ULAS/VHS based sample (16
of 56) and 20.0% in UHS based sample (15 of 75, one
overlap between two sub-samples). The ULAS/VHS
selection has a higher success rate since H and K bands
are included in selection.
At 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7, there are 32 previously known
quasars. Among them, 6 quasars are in our survey
magnitude limit and have required photometric data.
Among these 6 quasars, four were rejected by i− z cut
and one was rejected by K−W2 cut. Only one is in-
cluded in the final sample, which is a SDSS quasar at
z = 5.31. Together with this one known quasar, there
are 31 z ∼ 5.5 quasars (5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7) in the final
sample of 167 candidates, except for 29 unobserved can-
didates. The four quasars rejected by i−z > 0.5 cut are
from previous z ∼ 5 quasar surveys which focused on the
bottom-right region in the riz color space (see Figure 1),
and thus are biased when used to qualify the selection
completeness. We will estimate our selection function
with a sample of simulated quasars in Section 4.2. In
Figure 4, we plot the redshift distribution of our new
quasars, compared with all previously known quasars
with z < 20.5 mag and all SDSS–ULAS/VHS/UHS–
ALLWISE detected known quasars within the magni-
tude limit of our survey, which is z < 20.5 mag for
ULAS/VHS area, and z < 20.0 mag for UHS area. Our
3 Quasars, J0957+1016 (z = 5.14), J2225+0330 (z = 5.24) and
J1006–0310 (z = 5.5) were discovered in Paper I but do not meet
the zyJ cut. Therefore, they are not included in the final sample.
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Figure 4. Left : The redshift distribution of newly discov-
ered quasars from our survey (red), compared with that of
all previously known quasars at z > 4.9 with z band magni-
tude brighter than 20.5 mag. Here we only include quasars
within the flux limit of our survey; there are also 11 previ-
ously known z ∼ 5.5 quasars with z band magnitude fainter
than 20.5. As shown, there is an obvious gap at 5.1< z < 5.7,
especially at z ∼ 5.5. We use the known quasar sample from
the combination of the known quasar catalogs in Wang et al.
(2016), Ban˜ados et al. (2016) and Jiang et al. (2016). Us-
ing the SDSS–PS1–ULAS/VHS/UHS–WISE color-color se-
lection, we have discovered 31 new quasars at 5.3 < z < 5.7
and 9 lower/higher redshift quasars. Our optical NIR color
selection is effective for searching quasars located in this red-
shift gap. Right : The comparison between new quasars and
all SDSS–ULAS/VHS/UHS–ALLWISE (S-U/V-W) detected
known quasars in our survey magnitude limit, z < 20.5 for
ULAS/VHS, and z < 20.0 for UHS area. Our survey has
filled the redshift gap within our survey area and magnitude
limit.
survey has doubled the number of known quasars at z ∼
5.5 within our magnitude limit.
4. QUASAR SPATIAL DENSITY AT Z ∼ 5.5
4.1. Sample Construction
From the z ∼ 5.5 quasars presented in §2.4, we de-
fine a uniformly selected, flux-limited subsample, which
enables us to calculate the quasar number density at
z ∼ 5.5 for the first time. The complete quasar sample
is defined as follows:
• Quasars in the redshift range of 5.2 ≤ z ≤ 5.7.
As shown in the Figure 5, our selection function
shows a relative high completeness at z ∼ 5.2−5.3
due to the slow evolution of quasar’s color at this
redshift range. So we include this redshift range
(6 quasars) for number density measurement.
• Quasars in the SDSS–ULAS or SDSS–UHS survey
footprint. We exclude quasars from the SDSS–
VHS footprint, considering the fact that it is diffi-
cult to count the overlapped sky coverage between
SDSS and released VHS and there are only few
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quasars in this area. Therefore, we decide to re-
move five VHS quasars for the number density cal-
culation.
• Quasars in the magnitude range of M1450 < −26.4
in the UHS area and M1450 < −26.2 in the ULAS
area. In the UHS selection (see Figure 5), simu-
lated quasars at z = 5.7 with M1450 = −26.4 hit
the survey limit, SDSS z band apparent magni-
tude = 20 mag. One UHS quasar is rejected in
this step. In the ULAS sample, the lowest lumi-
nous quasar has M1450 = −26.20. So we choose a
limit of M1450 = −26.20 for the ULAS sample.
Based on these three criteria, we obtain a sample includ-
ing 31 quasars, as listed in Table 3. There are 14 ULAS
quasars and 18 UHS quasars (one overlap). We also list
which subsample (P1, P2 or P3) each quasar belongs to,
which will be used for the spectroscopic incompleteness
correction. All M1450 are measured using the method
described above, including the SDSS quasar.
4.2. Survey Completeness
In this subsection, we discuss the completeness of our
selection method and spectroscopy, which will be used
for the incompleteness correction for the number density
calculation. For our visually image checking procedure,
the incompleteness is ∼ 2% – 4%, which was estimated
by Yang et al. (2016) using a sample of randomly se-
lected SDSS images of point sources. It is difficult to
obtain a more accurate value of this incompleteness and
this effect is much smaller than the error of number den-
sity calculation, thus image selection is not included in
incompleteness correction.
To calculate the completeness of our color selection
criteria, we generate a sample of simulated quasars us-
ing the quasar model from McGreer et al. (2013). We
extend this model toward redder wavelengths to cover
the ALLWISE W1, W2 bands for quasars at z = 5 to
6 (Yang et al. 2016). Based on this model, a total of
∼ 200,000 simulated quasars have been generated and
evenly distributed in the (M1450, z) space of 5≤ z ≤6
and −30 < M1450 < −25. We assign optical photo-
metric errors using the magnitude-error relations from
the SDSS main survey. For J,H,K bands, we use the
ULAS photometric errors. Photometric data of the UHS
survey is from the same instrument and filter, and has
similar depth to ULAS. Therefore, we use the same
magnitude-error relation for UHS J .
The ALLWISE detection depth is highly dependent on
the sky position, which will affect the detection incom-
pleteness and photometric uncertainties. We model the
coverage-dependent detection incompleteness and pho-
tometric uncertainties of ALLWISE using the ALLWISE
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Figure 5. The selection function of SDSS–PS1–ULAS–
WISE (Top) and SDSS–PS1–UHS–WISE (Bottom) color se-
lections. Red points represent quasars from our survey, and
blue points show previously known quasars selected by our
method. They are from SDSS DR7 & DR12 (Schneider et al.
2010; Paˆris et al. 2016), Ban˜ados et al. (2016) and Jiang et
al. (2016). The mean selection probability at 5.2 < z < 5.7
and −28 < M1450 < −26.4 is ∼ 73.4% in the ULAS area,
and ∼ 77.9% in the UHS area. Towards the fainter end, the
decreasing of selection probability is caused by the increas-
ing photometric uncertainties( especially in W2 band) and
the survey magnitude limit. The red dashed lines bound the
quasar sample used for number density calculation.
coverage map within the SDSS–ULAS/VHS area. We
follow the procedure outlined in Yang et al. (2016). The
PS1 depth is also not homogeneous. As we are using
PS1 for bright objects (SDSS z band magnitude brighter
than 20.0 mag), the detection incompleteness will only
slightly affect our selection function. When we matched
our candidate sample with PS1 DR1 catalog, only < 2%
SDSS sources do not have PS1 detections. Therefore,
we only model the coverage-dependent photometric un-
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Table 3. Quasar sample for number density calculation.
Name Redshift SDSS z SDSS zerr M1450 NIRdata Reference Priority
SDSS J001232.88+363216.1 5.44 19.30 0.05 -27.25 UHS Thiswork P1
SDSS J003414.35+375954.0 5.63 19.99 0.09 -26.44 UHS Thiswork P1
SDSS J005656.04+224112.2 5.49 19.89 0.10 -26.77 UHS Thiswork P3
SDSS J010806.60+071120.6 5.53 19.57 0.09 -27.12 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J012053.93+214706.2 5.42 19.95 0.12 -26.49 UHS Thiswork P1
SDSS J015533.28+041506.7 5.37 19.26 0.06 -27.03 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J015745.45+300110.7 5.63 19.17 0.07 -27.49 UHS Thiswork P3
SDSS J082933.10+250645.6 5.35 19.67 0.08 -26.91 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J101637.71+254131.9 5.64 18.96 0.05 -27.74 UHS Paper I P1
SDSS J102201.91+080122.2 5.30 19.12 0.05 -27.56 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J104836.73+333947.7 5.61 19.79 0.07 -27.01 UHS Thiswork P2
SDSS J105405.32+463730.3 5.47 19.87 0.12 -26.97 UHS Thiswork P3
SDSS J113308.78+160355.7 5.61 19.71 0.12 -27.42 ULAS&UHS Paper I P1
SDSS J113414.23+082853.3 5.69 20.31 0.13 -26.34 ULAS Paper I P1
SDSS J114706.41−010958.2 5.31 19.23 0.04 -27.37 ULAS Paper I P3
SDSS J114946.45+074850.6 5.66 20.30 0.14 -26.33 ULAS Paper I P1
SDSS J120207.78+323538.8 5.26 18.42 0.05 -28.04 UHS SDSSDR12 P2
SDSS J121811.19+180750.5 5.30 19.83 0.07 -26.60 UHS Thiswork P2
SDSS J123606.05+465725.1 5.55 19.60 0.06 -27.23 UHS Thiswork P1
SDSS J131440.41+543237.2 5.52 19.59 0.07 -27.21 UHS Thiswork P1
SDSS J131720.78−023913.0 5.25 20.08 0.14 -26.20 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J133556.24−032838.2 5.67 18.89 0.04 -27.69 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J143605.00+213239.2 5.22 19.28 0.06 -27.04 UHS SDSSDR12 P1
SDSS J150036.84+281603.0 5.55 19.06 0.05 -27.60 UHS Thiswork P2
SDSS J151339.64+085406.5 5.47 19.89 0.09 -26.74 ULAS Paper I P1
SDSS J152712.86+064121.9 5.57 19.95 0.10 -26.85 ULAS Paper I P2
SDSS J165042.26+161721.5 5.52 19.28 0.05 -27.25 UHS Thiswork P1
SDSS J165902.12+270935.2 5.31 18.70 0.04 -27.85 UHS SDSSDR7 P1
SDSS J231738.25+224409.6 5.50 19.16 0.07 -27.38 UHS Thiswork P2
SDSS J233008.71+095743.7 5.30 19.78 0.10 -26.68 ULAS Paper I P3
SDSS J235824.04+063437.4 5.32 19.54 0.08 -27.19 ULAS Paper I P1
Note—1. Known SDSS quasars are from SDSS DR7 & DR12 quasar catalog (Schneider et al. 2010; Paˆris et al.
2016). 2. The quasar selected by both ULAS and UHS is treated as a ULAS quasar for the number density
calculation. The overlapped region is also be subtracted from UHS area.
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certainties of PS1 data. We build the PS1 depth map in
the SDSS-ULAS and SDSS-UHS area respectively, and
apply the same method that is used for ALLWISE to
model the PS1 photometric uncertainties.
We calculate the fraction of simulated quasars selected
by our selection pipeline in each magnitude-redshift bin
(∆M = 0.1 and ∆z = 0.05). The selection function is
a function of redshift and absolute magnitude M1450,
as shown in Figure 5. We find a 73% mean selection
completeness of SDSS–PS1–ULAS–WISE selection, and
78% in UHS based selection. The difference is caused by
the H&K colors used in ULAS area. The highly com-
plete region extends to z ∼ 5.2, which is the result of
the slow evolution of quasars in r − i and i − z colors
from z = 5.1 to 5.3 (see Figure 1). In order to improve
the completeness of z ∼ 5.5 quasar selection, we use a
relatively relaxed riz cut, and thus can include some
lower redshift quasars, which is also shown in the red-
shift distribution in Figure 3. At the high redshift end,
the i − z < 2.2 cut will restrict the selected sample to
z < 5.7, due to the rapid increasing of quasar i− z color
from z = 5.7 to 5.8, which is represented by a sharp edge
at z ∼ 5.7.
We estimate the spectroscopic incompleteness by as-
suming that the fraction of z ∼ 5.5 quasars in the ob-
served candidates and unobserved candidates are the
same in each priority sub-sample. In P1, there are
40 candidates (including 4 previously known objects).
We observed 32 candidates, and obtained 14 ∼ 5.5 new
quasars. In P2, there are 47 candidates (including 3
known objects); among them 42 candidates are observed
by our survey, from which we got 11 new z ∼ 5.5 quasars.
In P3, there are 80 candidates (including 1 known ob-
ject); among them 56 candidates are observed, and five
are new z ∼ 5.5 quasars. Therefore, the success rate
at P1, P2 and P3 is 43.8% (14/32), 26.2% (11/42) and
8.9% (5/56), respectively. The spectroscopy complete-
ness is 88.9% (32/36), 95.5% (42/44) and 70.9% (56/79)
in P1, P2 and P3 respectively.
4.3. Spatial Density and Its Evolution
Our sample is located at the bright end of the quasar
population, with comparable or brighter luminosity than
the break magnitude which is expected to be in the range
of M∗1450 ∼ −25−−27 based on the recent QLFs at z ∼ 5
and 6 (McGreer et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2016; Jiang et
al. 2016; Kashikawa et al. 2015). In addition, at z ∼ 5.5,
there is no previous constraint on the the faint end. So
using only our new sample can not provide reasonable
measurement of the double power law QLF at z ∼ 5.5.
Our survey provides a uniform quasar sample for the
measurement of quasar spatial density at z ∼ 5.5 for
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Figure 6. Evolution of quasar spatial density at M1450 <
−26.2(−27) at high redshift. All squares without error bars
are spatial density based on quasar luminosity functions in
previous works. The spatial densities at z = 4 and z = 4.5
are from Masters et al. (2012) (light blue open square) and
Richards et al. (2006) (grey open squares). The points at
z = 4.9 and 5.05 are u from McGreer et al. (2013) (steel
blue) and Yang et al. (2016) (orange). At z = 6, we are
using the results from Kashikawa et al. (2015) (pink) and
Jiang et al. (2016) (purple). The red squares are results from
our quasar sample. All open squares represent the density at
M1450 < −26.2, and small solid squares denote the density
at M1450 < −27. The black dotted, dash-dotted and dashed
lines represent the evolution with different slopes. The two
blue dashed lines are our fits of z > 5 points within M1450 <
−26.2 and −27, with k = −0.66 ± 0.05 and k = −0.57 ±
0.06, respectively. Our result shows good agreement with
the rapid decline of quasar spatial density at z > 5.
the first time, which will place a new constraint on the
density evolution from redshift 6 to 5. We calculate the
quasar number density at 5.2 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 in the magni-
tude range of M1450 < −26.2 using the quasar sample
discussed above and applying all the incompleteness es-
timates. The spatial density is derived from the 1/Va
method, as the following equation.
ρ =
∑
i
1
V ia
, σ(ρ) =
[∑
i
(
1
V ia
)2]1/2
, (14)
where the sum is over all quasars more luminous than
the minimum luminosity M . We estimate the effective
survey area of SDSS-ULAS/UHS using the Hierarchical
Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization (HEALPix Go´rski
et al. 2005), and obtain ∼ 3520 deg2 in the ULAS area
and ∼ 6780 deg2 in the UHS area.
The spatial density is shown in Figure 6, compared
with densities at M1450 < −26.2 at different redshifts
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derived from integrating quasar luminosity functions in
Richards et al. (2006), Masters et al. (2012), McGreer
et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2016), Kashikawa et al. (2015)
and Jiang et al. (2016). Our spatial density shows good
agreement with the predicted number from recent QLFs
at redshift z ∼ 5 and 6 (McGreer et al. 2013; Yang
et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2016; Kashikawa et al. 2015;
Kulkarni et al. 2018). Fan et al. (2001) fit an exponential
decline to the space density at high redshifts and find
that ρ(M1450 < −25.5, z) ∼ 10kz, where k = −0.47
at z > 3.6, corresponding to a factor of three per unit
redshift. McGreer et al. (2013) fit the density at z =
4.25, 4.9 and 6 and suggest a k = −0.38 at redshift from
4 to 5 but a steeper slope between z = 5 and 6, with
a k = −0.7. The rapid decline has also been suggested
by Jiang et al. (2016). We fit the points at z = 5.05,
5.45 and 6, and find the k = −0.66 ± 0.05. The result
is highly consistent with the rapid decline from z = 5
to z = 6 suggested by McGreer et al. (2013); Jiang et
al. (2016). We also calculate the spatial density at more
luminous end, M1450 < −27: the decline is slower with
k = −0.57±0.06, which is also consistent with the result
from McGreer et al. (2013). Although the uncertainties
of k prevent detailed study of the evolution model, our
result suggests that quasar spatial density decline more
rapidly at z = 5 to 6 than at lower redshifts and the
decline is stronger for the fainter quasars.
5. PS1 SELECTION
Our SDSS–ULAS/UHS/VHS–WISE survey shows
that the optical-infrared color-color method is effective
for z ∼ 5.5 quasar selection. The SDSS-based opti-
cal colors limit the survey area and depth. After the
SDSS-based selection is completed, we further extend
the selection to fainter flux and wider area, beyond the
limit of SDSS photometry. As discussed above, the PS1
survey covers 3pi sky with g, r, i, z, y bands, providing
a larger survey area. PS1 is also deeper than SDSS,
offering excellent dataset for searching fainter quasars.
In this Section, we apply our z ∼ 5.5 quasar selection
method and the z ∼ 5 quasar selection procedure from
Wang et al. (2016) in the new survey in the whole PS1
area for searching z ∼ 5 and 5.5 quasars. In this survey,
we only use optical data from PS1. The PS1 g, r and
i bands are similar to the SDSS bands, and the PS1 z
band is bluer and narrower. Thus we can also use PS1
data for the riz color-color cut but do need to modify
the criteria according to the PS1 colors. The PS1 y band
is helpful to improve the efficiency of quasars selection,
as discussed in Section 2. We use the PSFMag - Kro-
nMag < 0.3 to separate quasars from galaxies. In the
infrared, we use WISE W1 and W2 and an additional
Figure 7. The PS1 r − i/i − z color-color diagram (Top)
and PS1z− PS1y/PS1y−W1 color-color diagram (Bottom).
The red solid lines with red dots are color tracks generated
by calculating mean colors of simulated quasars from z = 4.5
to z = 6. The color track has a step of ∆z = 0.1. Blue dots
denote colors at z = 4.5, 5.0, 5.5 and 6. Green, orange and
purple contours show the locus of M1–M3, M4–M6 and M7–
M9 type M dwarfs. Contours in the zyW1 plot only show riz
selected M dwarfs. The light blue dashed lines are selection
criteria of z ∼ 5 quasar candidate sample. The blue dashed
lines in riz plot represent riz cut used for z ∼ 5.5 sample.
Again, for z ∼ 5.5 quasar selection, the PS1 riz selection is
used to exclude early type dwarfs and to restrict quasars to
be at z ∼ 5.5, while it also includes most of M4–M9 dwarfs.
J band is used for z ∼ 5.5 quasar selection only. In
this Section, we use the g, r, i, z and y photometry from
PS1 DR1, after Galactic extinction correction following
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011).
5.1. Color Selections
5.1.1. z ∼ 5 Quasar Selection
For the z ∼ 5 quasar selection, we follow our previ-
ous SDSS-WISE selection method in Wang et al. (2016),
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starting with the PS1 riz color-color diagram. The cri-
teria are modified according to PS1 filters, as shown in
Figure 7. In Wang et al. (2016), we used W1−W2 > 0.5
in order to reject as many dwarfs as possible. However,
this color cut will reject more than half of quasars be-
tween z ∼ 4.5 and z ∼ 4.8. In order to maintain higher
completeness at this redshift range, we relax our WISE
color cuts but add additional PS1z− PS1y/PS1y−w1
color cuts at the same time to reduce contaminations.
We limit the galactic latitude to be |b| > 15◦. The de-
tailed selection criteria are described as following, and
also in Figure 7.
S/N(g) < 5.0 or g < 0 or g − r > 1.5 (15)
r − i > 0.9 and i− z < 0.4 (16)
0.4× (r − i)− 0.1 > (i− z) (17)
y − (W1 + 2.699) > −0.2 and z − y < 0.5 (18)
y − (W1 + 2.699) > (z − y)− 0.2 (19)
(W1 + 2.699)− (W2 + 3.339) > −0.3 (20)
5.1.2. z ∼ 5.5 Quasar Selection
For z ∼ 5.5 quasars, we follow the method used in
the UHS area, using riz, zyJ and JW1W2 colors. We
started with PS1 riz cuts listed as following (also see
Figure 7),
S/N(g) < 3 or g < 0 or g − r > 1.8 (21)
S/N(i) > 3 and S/N(z) > 3 (22)
r − i > 1.0 or S/N(r) < 3 (23)
0.3 < i− z < 2.4 (24)
and then cross match with ULAS, UHS, UKIDSS -
Galactic Clusters Survey (GCS), VHS and VISTA Kilo-
Degree Infrared Galaxy (VIKING) surveys (VIKING
Edge et al. 2013) for the J band photometric data. The
overlap areas between PS1 and VHS/VIKING provide
new optical/NIR covered area for quasar selection in the
Southern sky. We still use the ALLWISE photometric
data. The zyJ and JW1W2 selection are the same to
equations (6) - (9) (also Figure 1), and (12) & (13) (also
Figure 2), but we relax equation (13) to
y − J < 0.8
or
y − J < −1.5× (z − y) + 1.5
(25)
To explore quasar selection at low galactic latitude, in
this sample, we limit the galactic latitude to be |b| >
10◦. Our survey does discover six quasars at low galactic
latitude, 10◦ < |b| < 17◦, which suggests the feasibility
of our method to search for low galactic latitude quasars.
5.2. Quasar Identification
We observed ∼ 70 bright candidates, ∼ 40 from z ∼ 5
sample and ∼ 30 from z ∼ 5.5 sample, as backup tar-
gets of spectroscopy observing runs with ANU 2.3 m
telescope, Lijiang 2.4m telescope, MMT 6.5m telescope
and Magellan/Clay 6.5m telescope from 2015 to 2018.
We chose candidates based on their brightness, colors,
positions and the weather condition during observations.
So at this point, the quasars discovered from this survey
do not yet form a complete sample. For the z ∼ 5 can-
didates, objects with z band magnitude brighter than
19.5 usually have high priority. For the z ∼ 5.5 can-
didates, we observed candidates with i − z > 0.4 and
z < 20 at high priority. We discovered 38 quasars at
4.61 ≤ z ≤ 5.07 from the z ∼5 quasar candidate sample
and 13 quasars at 4.96 ≤ z ≤ 5.71 from the z ∼ 5.5
quasar candidate sample. Photometric information of
the 51 new quasars are provided in Table 4. The ob-
servation information and spectra of these new quasars
are presented in Table 5 and Figure 8. The redshifts are
measured with the same method in Section 3.1. Due
to low signal-to-noise ratios, the redshift uncertainties
of broad absorption line quasars and weak line quasars
will be larger than 0.03 used in Section 3.1. Since half of
them only have low signal-to-noise ratio spectra, we es-
timate their M1450 using quasar template (Selsing et al.
2016) scaled by PS1 y photometric data of each quasar.
For spectroscopy on the ANU 2.3m Telescope at Sid-
ing Spring Observatory, we used the Wide Field Spec-
trograph (WiFeS; Dopita et al. 2007, 2010), an integral-
field double-beam image-slicing spectrograph. We chose
R3000 grating on WiFeS which gives a resolution of
R = 3000 at wavelengths between 5300A˚ and 9800 A˚.
With the Lijiang 2.4m telescope, we used Grism 5 (G5)
of the Yunnan Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera
(YFOSC), with dispersion of 185 A˚/mm and wavelength
coverage from 5000 to 9800 A˚. We used a 1.′′8 slit which
yields a resolution of R ∼ 550. With the MMT, we
used Red Channel spectrograph (Schmidt et al. 1989)
with the 270 lmm−1 grating. We also used Magellan
Clay/LDSS3 with VPH-Red grism and 1.′′0/1.′′25 center
slits, which reach R ∼1357 and R ∼1086, respectively.
All spectra were reduced by IRAF.
Among these 51 new quasars, there are three quasars
have detections from the Two Micron All Sky Sur-
vey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), J091655–251145,
J111054–301129 and J130031–282931. Quasar J091655–
251145 and J111054–301129 are the two most luminous
quasars among our new discoveries, with M1450 < −29.
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Table 4. Photometric Information of 51 Newly Identified Quasars.
Name Redshift M1450 PS1 r PS1 i PS1 z PS1 y J
a NIR W1 W2
PS1 J001749.00+271052.10 4.76 -27.18 21.29±0.03 19.22±0.01 19.27±0.01 18.93±0.02 – – 15.87±0.05 15.43±0.10
PS1 J005243.45+455632.03 5.31 -27.05 21.46±0.05 19.92±0.01 19.34±0.02 19.20±0.05 18.37±0.08 UHS 16.43±0.06 15.67±0.11
PS1 J013901.97+412358.00 4.64 -27.19 20.19±0.02 18.82±0.01 19.01±0.02 18.87±0.03 – – 15.77±0.05 15.13±0.08
PS1 J020523.76+202347.55b 4.69 -27.23 20.09±0.03 18.79±0.01 18.71±0.01 18.81±0.03 – – 15.30±0.04 14.80±0.06
PS1 J024004.78+284027.72 4.70 -27.21 20.23±0.03 18.80±0.01 18.78±0.01 18.86±0.03 – – 15.48±0.04 15.09±0.07
PS1 J033236.98+181159.28 5.12 -26.63 21.37±0.05 19.92±0.02 19.55±0.03 19.46±0.04 18.39±0.07 UHS 16.24±0.07 15.60±0.13
PS1 J034059.31+081115.84 4.68 -27.56 19.57±0.02 18.27±0.01 18.53±0.01 18.50±0.02 – – 15.22±0.04 14.77±0.07
PS1 J035643.65+211253.01 4.76 -27.15 20.42±0.02 18.93±0.01 18.91±0.01 18.95±0.03 – – 15.70±0.05 15.11±0.09
PS1 J035954.73+054420.19 4.82 -27.73 19.96±0.02 18.07±0.003 18.25±0.01 18.37±0.01 – – 15.10±0.04 14.49±0.06
PS1 J044432.52–292419.13 4.80 -27.72 19.79±0.02 18.34±0.005 18.15±0.02 18.41±0.03 – – 15.30±0.04 14.67±0.05
PS1 J045057.37–265541.39 4.76 -27.64 20.28±0.02 18.68±0.004 18.79±0.01 18.48±0.02 – – 14.85±0.03 14.25±0.04
PS1 J051154.73–075444.30 5.12 -26.53 21.70±0.09 20.17±0.02 19.71±0.03 19.57±0.05 18.55±0.06 VHS 16.28±0.07 15.63±0.11
PS1 J061624.38–133806.40 5.58 -27.06 22.45±0.33 20.10±0.03 19.33±0.02 19.36±0.11 18.49±0.06 VHS 16.50±0.08 15.58±0.11
PS1 J075745.90–000201.09 5.55 -26.64 23.40±0.24 20.81±0.02 19.78±0.02 19.81±0.06 18.92±0.15 VHS 16.20±0.06 15.24±0.09
PS1 J081700.66–163329.29 5.06 -26.88 21.65±0.06 19.83±0.01 19.41±0.02 19.19±0.03 18.16±0.04 VHS 15.91±0.05 15.33±0.09
PS1 J091655.68–251145.80 4.77 -29.06 18.25±0.003 17.01±0.002 16.97±0.002 17.05±0.01 – – 14.04±0.03 13.40±0.03
PS1 J094146.16–011748.03 4.95 -26.22 21.59±0.06 20.17±0.01 19.77±0.02 19.87±0.07 19.08±0.10 VHS 16.39±0.07 15.84±0.16
PS1 J095139.70–274212.45 4.80 -27.70 19.92±0.02 18.43±0.005 18.33±0.01 18.43±0.02 – – 15.18±0.04 14.72±0.06
PS1 J103436.86–123342.49 5.51 -26.44 22.69±0.15 20.97±0.04 19.93±0.02 19.99±0.07 19.16±0.15 VHS 16.87±0.10 15.76±0.14
PS1 J105727.60–175831.70 5.34 -26.41 22.27±0.10 20.51±0.02 19.59±0.02 19.88±0.07 18.31±0.05 VHS 16.19±0.06 15.32±0.09
PS1 J110837.58–185408.57 4.78 -27.11 20.33±0.02 18.89±0.01 18.86±0.01 19.02±0.03 – – 15.98±0.05 15.58±0.12
PS1 J111054.69–301129.93 4.83 -29.04 18.65±0.01 17.42±0.01 17.15±0.01 17.09±0.02 – – 14.26±0.03 13.74±0.03
PS1 J111520.32–193506.24 4.67 -27.62 19.76±0.01 18.52±0.01 18.51±0.01 18.46±0.02 – – 15.38±0.04 14.95±0.07
PS1 J112143.65–071839.69 5.71 -26.40 24.34±0.71 21.73±0.06 19.87±0.03 20.12±0.08 19.30±0.23 VHS 17.00±0.12 15.77±0.14
PS1 J113530.40–152610.25 4.63 -26.69 20.15±0.01 19.21±0.01 19.29±0.01 19.38±0.04 – – 16.51±0.08 16.14±0.20
PS1 J113735.37–104934.54 5.50 -26.68 22.84±0.13 20.52±0.03 19.78±0.02 19.75±0.04 18.59±0.05 VHS 16.51±0.08 15.58±0.12
PS1 J121402.71–123548.67 4.74 -27.75 19.63±0.01 18.28±0.005 18.43±0.01 18.36±0.02 – – 15.63±0.05 15.23±0.09
PS1 J123141.01–184149.86 4.78 -27.33 20.76±0.02 18.90±0.01 18.94±0.01 18.79±0.02 – – 15.70±0.04 15.32±0.09
PS1 J125049.27–065758.59 4.72 -27.48 20.14±0.01 18.64±0.01 18.59±0.01 18.63±0.02 – – 15.47±0.04 15.08±0.08
PS1 J130031.14–282931.00 4.71 -28.00 19.28±0.01 17.89±0.004 18.06±0.01 18.09±0.02 – – 14.51±0.03 14.16±0.04
PS1 J131013.11–063951.56 5.06 -26.37 21.83±0.05 20.16±0.02 19.91±0.02 19.71±0.04 – – 16.58±0.08 15.98±0.17
PS1 J131326.06–261721.83 5.54 -27.25 21.77±0.08 19.91±0.02 19.16±0.01 19.18±0.03 18.18±0.05 VHS 15.90±0.05 14.76±0.06
PS1 J133614.74–183043.29 4.77 -27.39 20.26±0.02 18.78±0.01 18.66±0.01 18.72±0.02 – – 15.74±0.04 15.28±0.09
PS1 J140322.58–120905.75 4.71 -26.96 20.72±0.04 19.28±0.01 19.18±0.01 19.13±0.02 – – 16.06±0.06 15.58±0.12
PS1 J142721.56–050353.04 5.08 -27.35 20.54±0.02 19.29±0.01 18.88±0.01 18.74±0.02 17.90±0.04 VHS 16.02±0.05 15.34±0.10
PS1 J143552.35–123856.17 4.81 -27.04 20.98±0.04 19.14±0.01 19.30±0.02 19.08±0.03 – – 15.53±0.04 14.96±0.06
PS1 J151911.32–065042.97 4.95 -26.94 20.57±0.02 19.35±0.01 19.36±0.02 19.12±0.03 – – 16.01±0.06 15.31±0.11
PS1 J153241.40–193032.70 4.69 -27.66 19.55±0.01 18.33±0.01 18.64±0.01 18.42±0.01 – – 14.87±0.04 14.38±0.05
PS1 J153359.76–181027.21 5.03 -27.39 20.95±0.04 19.19±0.01 19.00±0.01 18.67±0.02 – – 15.54±0.05 14.86±0.07
PS1 J172839.85+061509.17b 4.63 -27.91 19.38±0.01 18.26±0.003 18.16±0.01 18.14±0.01 – – 15.05±0.04 14.57±0.06
PS1 J201939.72–194717.70 4.61 -27.52 19.45±0.01 18.47±0.003 18.60±0.01 18.54±0.02 – – 14.92±0.04 14.36±0.06
PS1 J202618.71–012256.49 4.68 -27.09 19.80±0.02 18.77±0.01 18.84±0.01 18.98±0.04 – – 15.37±0.04 14.88±0.07
PS1 J203310.47+121851.49 5.11 -27.37 20.39±0.02 18.97±0.01 18.79±0.01 18.73±0.02 – – 15.62±0.05 15.04±0.08
PS1 J210759.13–032300.53 4.64 -26.92 20.26±0.01 19.23±0.01 19.08±0.01 19.15±0.03 – – 16.11±0.06 15.70±0.13
PS1 J214109.55+220206.04 4.76 -28.14 19.33±0.01 18.12±0.003 18.13±0.01 17.97±0.01 – – 15.18±0.04 14.71±0.06
PS1 J220158.60-202627.36 4.73 -28.10 19.65±0.01 18.22±0.002 18.13±0.01 18.01±0.01 – – 15.12±0.04 14.63±0.07
PS1 J221413.89–153712.13 4.76 -27.14 20.12±0.01 19.13±0.01 18.98±0.01 18.95±0.03 – – 15.83±0.06 15.36±0.11
PS1 J222357.87–252634.24 4.80 -27.37 20.25±0.02 18.63±0.01 18.77±0.01 18.77±0.03 – – 15.14±0.04 14.53±0.06
PS1 J225944.26+093624.42 4.87 -27.51 20.28±0.02 18.80±0.01 18.76±0.01 18.62±0.02 – – 15.58±0.04 15.08±0.08
PS1 J230126.46+245709.41 4.96 -27.42 20.28±0.02 18.96±0.01 18.74±0.01 18.65±0.02 – – 15.43±0.04 14.98±0.07
PS1 J230640.20+264434.91 4.64 -27.79 19.33±0.01 18.34±0.004 18.30±0.01 18.28±0.01 – – 14.71±0.03 14.35±0.05
aJ band data is only listed here for quasars from z ∼ 5.5 selection. Other quasars without J band data are from z ∼ 5 sample.
b Quasars J0205+2023 and J1728+0615 were selected before PS1 DR1 (unpublished version) and do not meet PS1 DR1 colors.
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Table 5. Spectroscopic Information of 51 Newly Identified Quasars.
Name Redshift M1450 Selection Instrument Exptime(s) Grating Slit ObsDate
PS1 J001749.00+271052.10 4.76 -27.18 z5 LJ2.4m/YFOSC 2400.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-30
PS1 J005243.45+455632.03 5.31 -27.05 z55 MMT/Red 300.0 G270 1.5 2017-11-17
PS1 J013901.97+412358.00 4.64 -27.19 z5 LJ2.4m/YFOSC 2400.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-31
PS1 J020523.76+202347.55 4.69 -27.23 – LJ2.4m/YFOSC 2400.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-30
PS1 J024004.78+284027.72 4.70 -27.21 z5 LJ2.4m/YFOSC 2400.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-31
PS1 J033236.98+181159.28 5.12 -26.63 z55/z5 MMT/Red 1200.0 G270 1.25 2017-10-22
PS1 J034059.31+081115.84 4.67 -27.56 z5 LJ2.4m/YFOSC 1800.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-30
PS1 J035643.65+211253.01 4.76 -27.15 z5 LJ2.4m/YFOSC 2400.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-31
PS1 J035954.73+054420.19 4.82 -27.73 z5 LJ2.4m/YFOSC 1800.0 G5 1.8 2016-12-31
PS1 J044432.52–292419.13 4.80 -27.72 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1200.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-05
PS1 J045057.37–265541.39 4.76 -27.64 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1800.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-06
PS1 J051154.73–075444.30 5.13 -26.53 z55 MMT/Red 1800.0 G270 1.25 2017-10-22
PS1 J061624.38–133806.40 5.58 -27.06 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-05
PS1 J075745.90–000201.09 5.54 -26.64 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-05
PS1 J081700.66–163329.29 5.06 -26.88 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-06
PS1 J091655.68–251145.80 4.77 -29.06 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1200.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-06
PS1 J094146.16–011748.03 4.94 -26.22 z55/z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-06
PS1 J095139.70–274212.45 4.80 -27.70 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 3600.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-03
PS1 J103436.86–123342.49 5.51 -26.44 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 3600.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-06
PS1 J105727.60–175831.70 5.34 -26.41 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-05
PS1 J110837.58–185408.57 4.78 -27.11 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1800.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J111054.69–301129.93 4.83 -29.04 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 900.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J111520.32–193506.24 4.65 -27.62 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1800.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J112143.65–071839.69 5.71 -26.40 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 3000.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-05
PS1 J113530.40–152610.25 4.62 -26.69 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1800.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J113735.37–104934.54 5.50 -26.68 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 3000.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-05
PS1 J121402.71–123548.67 4.74 -27.75 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1200.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J123141.01–184149.86 4.77 -27.33 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1500.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-14
PS1 J125049.27–065758.59 4.72 -27.48 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1200.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J130031.14–282931.00 4.71 -28.00 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1200.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J131013.11–063951.56 5.06 -26.37 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J131326.06–261721.83 5.54 -27.25 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1800.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J133614.74–183043.29 4.75 -27.39 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 663.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J140322.58–120905.75 4.70 -26.96 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J142721.56–050353.04 5.08 -27.35 z55 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2017-03-06
PS1 J143552.35–123856.17 4.81 -27.04 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 2400.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J151911.32–065042.97 4.95 -26.94 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1800.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J153241.40–193032.70 4.68 -27.66 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1200.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-12
PS1 J153359.76–181027.21 5.03 -27.39 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 1500.0 R3000 1.0 2015-05-13
PS1 J172839.85+061509.17 4.63 -27.91 – SSO2.3m/WiFeS 900.0 R3000 1.0 2015-07-20
PS1 J201939.72–194717.70 4.61 -27.52 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 900.0 R3000 1.0 2015-07-20
PS1 J202618.71–012256.49 4.67 -27.09 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1800.0 VPH-Red 1.0 center 2018-07-22
PS1 J203310.47+121851.49 5.11 -27.37 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1200.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-23
PS1 J210759.13–032300.53 4.64 -26.92 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1800.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-22
PS1 J214109.55+220206.04 4.76 -28.14 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1200.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-23
PS1 J220158.60–202627.36 4.73 -28.10 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 600.0 R3000 1.0 2015-07-20
PS1 J221413.89–153712.13 4.69 -27.14 z5 SSO2.3m/WiFeS 671.0 R3000 1.0 2015-07-23
PS1 J222357.87–252634.24 4.80 -27.37 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1200.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-22
PS1 J225944.26+093624.42 4.86 -27.51 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1200.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-23
PS1 J230126.46+245709.41 4.95 -27.42 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1200.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-23
PS1 J230640.20+264434.91 4.63 -27.78 z5 Magellan/LDSS3 1200.0 VPH-Red 1.25 center 2018-07-23
Note—Quasars J0332+1811 and J0941–0117 were included by both z ∼ 5.5 and z ∼ 5 selections.
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Figure 8. The spectra of the 51 newly discovered PS1 selected quasars. The blue vertical lines denote the Lyβ, Lyα, Si iv and
C iv emission lines. Spectra from ANU 2.3m and Magellan are smoothed with a 10 pixel boxcar. All spectra are corrected for
Galactic extinction using the Cardelli et al. (1989) Milky Way reddening law and E(B − V) derived from the Schlegel et al.
(1998) dust map.
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Our survey aims at filling the redshift gap of known
quasars at 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7, which has been a limitation
of the study of IGM evolution, quasar spatial density,
and BH evolution over the post-reionization epoch using
high redshift quasars. This redshift gap is caused by that
quasars at this redshift range have same colors with M
dwarfs in broad optical bands. To search these quasars,
we developed a new selection method and presented our
initial discoveries of the z ∼ 5.5 quasar survey in Paper
I. In this paper, we complete the survey and present the
final result of our survey. We also apply our method to
the PS1 footprint using PS1–J–WISE dataset and have
successfully discovered ∼ 50 new quasars. Main results
of our works are listed as follows.
• We have completed our z ∼ 5.5 quasar sur-
vey with 15 new quasars reported in this pa-
per. Our survey is based on our new SDSS–PS1–
ULAS/UHS/VHS–WISE selection method and in
a ∼ 11000 deg2 area. This is the first systematic
survey of quasars at z ∼ 5.5.
• We have also discovered 31 new quasars at 5.3 ≤
z ≤ 5.7, and other 9 quasars at lower or higher
redshift. Our efforts double the number of known
quasars in this redshift range. There are 30 new
quasars at 5.3 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 in the final SDSS–PS1–
ULAS/UHS/VHS–WISE selected candidate sam-
ple. Our survey yields a success rate of 23.1%.
• By combining three previously known quasars and
our new discoveries, we construct a quasar sam-
ple at 5.2 ≤ z ≤ 5.7 and M1450 < −26.2. Our
sample includes 31 quasars, forming the largest
uniformly selected quasar sample at z ∼ 5.5. We
measure the quasar spatial densities at z = 5.45
at M1450 < −26.2 and M1450 < −27. We compare
our measurements with densities at 4 ≤ z ≤ 6 de-
rived from integrating quasar luminosity functions
in previous works. Our result (k = −0.66 ± 0.05)
shows a good agreement with the rapid decline of
quasar spatial density at z > 5.
• We apply our selection pipelines of z ∼ 5 and 5.5
quasars in PS1-based photometric dataset in the
whole PS1 footprint. Using PS1–WISE colors for
z ∼ 5 quasars and PS1–J–WISE colors for z ∼
5.5 quasars, we have discovered 51 new quasars at
4.61 ≤ z ≤ 5.71.
Our survey only focuses on bright quasars. So our
quasar sample can not reach the faint end of QLF and
constrain the spatial density evolution over a wide lu-
minosity range. A larger sample covering wider lumi-
nosity range is required for the detailed studies of the
QLF and quasar spatial density at z ∼ 5.5. For ex-
ample, the combination of the PS1, VIKING deep J
band photometry and unWISE deep W1 and W2 data
(Meisner et al. 2017) will provide dataset for a faint
z ∼ 5.5 quasar survey in ∼ 1500 deg2 area and reach
the luminosity &1.5 magnitude fainter than our sample.
On the other hand, these bright quasars build a valu-
able dataset for the study of IGM evolution in the tail
of reionization. Although the discovery spectra do not
have enough signal-to-noise ratio for IGM studies, their
high luminosity makes them ideal targets for follow-up
deep optical/NIR spectroscopy. These z ∼ 5.5 quasars
filling the gap of quasar redshift distribution are also
powerful probes for the investigation of BH growth from
z ∼ 6 to 5, when the fast SMBH growth phase has
been suggested to appear. Due to the low atmosphere
transmission between at 18000 – 19500 A˚, quasars at
5.4 < z < 5.8 need space telescope for the NIR spec-
troscopy (e.g. JWST) to cover the critical MgII line. In
addition, in our survey, we only use simple color cuts.
Several approaches using probabilistic selections have re-
cently played an important role in quasar selections at
multi-redshift ranges (e.g. Mortlock et al. 2012; DiPom-
peo et al. 2015; Schindler et al. 2018). At z ∼ 5.5, there
is no good training sample as most of previously known
quasars were located in the right-bottom region at the
riz color space due to selection criteria. Our quasars
could provide a new training sample at this redshift for
future probabilistic selection.
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